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This a slightly weird, tangential topic of mine, but
some days are more weird and tangent filled than
others. Tonight’s family project was to take an
accounting of all of my daughter’s Playmobil figures
and use the bulk of them for a school project. If you
aren’t familiar with Playmobil toys, they’re  people,
animals, structures and vehicles made by the
German company Geobra Brandstatter.
Oftentimes, shoppers can find Playmobil products
along side Lego sets, but generally Playmobil
concentrates on historical themes and slightly more
realism (such as the current mini-set which pits two
wayward pirates against a giant squid). Our family
obsession with the tiny villagers started when my
daughter was four and often required to spend long

periods of time playing quietly after medical procedures. Now the villagers number over 125 and
have pretty much taken over. It was time for us to conduct a census and figure out how the Playmobil
townspeople were represented and if their life among us humans is adequate. Here’s the socio-
political breakdown from our Playmobilers. Looking at it, you get a strange sense of how America
might be represented in the upcoming 2010 Census. Sure, I’ll hold for a call from crazy.

→The Social BreakDown In Our Playmobil Town:

The town is not represented by minorities. In fact, there is only person of color. The wise men
who travelled from the Nativity set count as minorities in the sense that we can’t tell how far
they’ve journeyed.

Municipal Services are well spoken for. There are four town fire fighters (one female), two
postal clerks (ditto), two police officers and one criminal. Four out the 125 residents operate
the air rescue chopper. The town owns one police motorcycle and a hook-and-ladder fire unit
“borrowed” from  G.I.Joe.

Health care seems to be the big issue concerning the Playmobilers. The town’s largest
employer  is a multiple bed hospital with its own ultrasound machine and defibrillator. There is
also a late-model ambulance, which (due to poor design) is often on its side. There is also the
aforementioned rescue chopper which comes in handy because of…

…decapitation. Partial scalp loss and total head removal plague the small population.
Fortunately, a custom wig shop in the town square offers hair replacement. The lone female
fire fighter suffers frequent bouts of  cranium loss.

Stray animals are an issue and the two local police officers are ill-equipped  to handle them.
The recent arrival of monkeys, an elephant and several ponies has only worsened the
problem.

The town has seen growth in number of homes added to the community. There are now three.
In addition to a single family cottage, there is now a manse fit for several families and one
town house that has been on fire for several years. Most of the 125 residents live on the
streets, in the hospital or in the cardboard Nativity scene.

The child population is highly uneven for the number of residents, suggesting that the local
hospital may be offering fertility programs, or that the folks are taking turns using the three
houses.
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